In glorious sunshine, competitors at the first Brands Hatch meeting make an impressive Easter Parade on the introductory lap of honour, watched by a shirt-sleeved enthusiastic crowd. In numerical order, left to right: Les Taylor (197), Roger Taylor (198), Russel Bates (225), Brian Maynard (226), Mike Dillow (233)—soon to be on his roof again—upside down! Jim Esau (244), Alan Wardropper (245) and Eddie Asling (253). This parade looked very effective in the subsequent Pathé News cinema screening. The kiddies' playground can be seen to the right of the stand.
Making quite an impression during his first month of racing, 17-year-old DEREK GREEN (6), is using the ex-Darkie Wright car. Using the ex-Jack Wilson Jaguar engine, DENNIS DRISCOE (274) has also shown that he's destined for higher grading.